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A Complete Modular using the MOD Kitchen Corner Pantry
The Cal Flame MOD Kitchen Corner Pantry gives you the ability to add
as many Corner Pantry MODs as you like to create the ideal shape.
Choose to construct a ‘L’ Shape, ‘U’ Shape, or any shape you can
imagine. The Corner Pantry MOD allow you to have a vision, and to
turn that vision into a reality!
Made with the most luxurious material for cooking, the MOD Corner
Pantry is built using Stainless Steel and finished with a Granite Counter
Top. A centralized drawer opens easily on the left and right side. This
is an ideal space to store an extra propane tank, dry storage, and
accessories.
The Cal Flame Modular Outdoor Kitchen is the most exciting
innovation that has emerged onto the home and hearth marketplace.
This interlocking ‘lego’ concept gives you the ability to combine any
unit to create the ideal solution for your outdoor patio. Choose any
selection of units you see fit or double up on any units you may need.

Related Links
Cal Spas Website
Cal Flame Website

Here are the different Mods to choose from:
MOD Kitchen Grill.........................BBQ-MOD-19E05
MOD Kitchen Power Burner.....BBQ-MOD-19PB004
MOD Kitchen Griddle...............BBQ-MOD-19GR003
MOD Kitchen Corner Pantry.... BBQ-MOD-19CR008
MOD Kitchen Sink & Cooler.....BBQ-MOD-19BA002
MOD Kitchen Bar Top...............BBQ-MOD-19BT007
In previous Press Releases we have discussed the MOD Grill, MOD
Power Burner, and MOD Griddle. Now, you heard all about the MOD
Corner Pantry. Stay tuned for the next Cal Flame Press Release. We
will be discussing the MOD Kitchen Sink & Cooler!
(more)

ABOUT CAL FLAME ® Cal Flame is an award-winning hearth and
barbecue manufacturer that offers innovative backyard solutions for
every home and budget. Cal Flame lineup includes grills, drop-in
accessories, customized outdoor kitchens, barbecue islands, custom
barbecue carts, fireplaces and fire pits. For more information visit
www.calflamebbq.com

